
 

 
 

 

Year 5 Homework Menu                   Homework will not be accepted after: Monday 27th March 2023 

Our theme this half term is: The Circle of Life 

English Maths Science – Living Things Other 
Write a book review about a book you have 
recently read. It must include: 

- Title 
- Author 
- Rating of the book 
- Favourite part of the book 
- Draw your favourite scene 
- Why should other people read it? 

 

Add: 
14 + 23        63 + 24        10 + 44 
52 + 41        54 + 32        38 + 31 
74 + 21        21 + 37         45 + 22 
Subtract: 
75 – 16        73 – 38         91 - 53 
41 – 25        62 – 44        31 - 26 
72 – 57        82 – 67        20 - 16 

Create a poster explaining the 7 life processes - 
MRS GREN 
 
Include a table about living and non-living objects 
you have found and classified based on the MRS 
GREN formula. 
 

Practice the lyrics and harmonies for our songs in 
the Lion King: 

- The Circle of Life 
- The Morning Report 
- I Just Can’t Wait To Be King 
- Hakuna Matata 
- Can You Feel the Love Tonight 
- He Lives In You 

 

Write a diary entry as Ann Darrow from King 
Kong. It must include the features of a diary such 
as the date, events in chronological order, first 
person, and includes thoughts and feelings. 
 
 
 
       

Add: 
455 + 436    374 + 136    199 + 291 
271 + 143     879 + 51      914 + 27 
590 + 345   608 + 234    247 + 581 
Subtract: 
451 - 218      690 - 526     353 - 136 
840 - 525     726 - 419      627 - 258 
472 - 238     427 - 233      622 - 394 
                                            

Choose a plant and draw its seed. Explain how 
that plant reproduces. 
AND 
Choose an animal and draw its baby. Explain how 
that type of animal reproduces. 
 
 
       

Create a factfile about a river, it can be local, 
national or international. 
Make sure to include any features of a river this 
river has. 
 
 
 
       

Write a narrative story of your choice. It must 
have at least 3 chapters and use figurative 
language. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                   

Add:   
4078 + 7806    3020 + 7033     8389 + 2094 
1938 + 8398     8784 + 9969     9771 + 8489 
5602 + 9250    2851 + 2330     8976 + 7249 
Subtract:      
3443 – 2529     9044 – 4234     4869 – 1144 
7942 – 2034     1957 – 1732       8638 – 5585 
5892 – 4482     4950 – 1194      6503 - 1839 
 
 
 
                   

Create a fact file about an animal or plant  
• Include a diagram of the different stages of 
their life cycle and explain.  
• Compare the lifecycle to another species in the 
same group. E.g. another mammal or bird. And 
explain what is different 
• Explain how the lifecycles are similar 
• Describe the places this animal or plant is 
found 
• Include at least two interesting facts on your 
chosen animal or plant 
                   

Create a model of a river of your choice using a 
variety of materials. Make sure to label the 
features of your river. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                   

Every child must complete at least 1x English, 1x Maths, and 1x Science or 1x Other activity. The children can choose which star level activity they would like to do. Children can do more 

than one activity from each heading and will be rewarded at the end of the half term, based on how many stars they collect. If children do not complete the minimum number of activities 

required, they will have to complete the activities during the reward time.  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  


